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Miriam Robinson: Chair of Judges
Laura di Giuseppe: Publishing and Marketing Consultant
Rosie Beaumont-Thomas: Prize Manager, Women’s Prize
Anna Chapman: Senior Strategist, 21st Century Brand
Georgina Atwell: Founder, Toppsta
Lynsey Passmore: Founder, Bazowie

MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
#BloomsburyNightIn
Amy Donegan, Rachel Wilkie & Ella Harold, Bloomsbury
‘This campaign took what could have been a
standard trade-presentation-turned-virtual and
transformed into a lively, dynamic consumer event.
From conception to execution, each element was
highly creative, not to mention firmly oriented
towards accessibility, awareness and, ultimately,
sales.’

MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
2000AD in Audio
Carmen Byers, Helena Sheffield & Laura Ingate, PRH Audio
‘A wonderfully innovative publishing proposition in
the audio market which was turned into a fantastic
success thanks to a well thought-out marketing
campaign featuring behind-the-scenes content
and strategic advertising to drive pre-orders and
engage the wider science fiction fans to ensure
longevity post-publication.’

GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Marlowe Murder Club
Becca Joyce, HQ
‘This team behind this campaign knew how to focus
its efforts and budgets, using creative, playful
content to grow this author’s following and get his
new series off to a flying start. They successfully hit
both ends of the market, catering to eBook buyers on
one hand and leaning into the full realm of bookshop
support, from the BA to bookshop.org, on the other.’

GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
Detransition, Baby
Flora Willis, Serpent’s Tail (Profile Books)
‘This campaign was savvy, authentic and
unflinchingly brave. From bookshops to
social media it demonstrated what it means
to build, support and call on community
with authenticity and grace, all while
keeping a sense of values and, crucially,
author care at the core of everything.’

CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Valley of Lost Secrets
Jade Westwood, Bloomsbury Children’s
‘From the striking proofs to the local
Welsh targeting, this beautiful and
thoughtful campaign delivered really
impressive results for a debut author,
establishing Lesley as a major new
voice in this category.’

CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
How To Grow Up and Feel Amazing!
James McParland, Hachette Children’s
‘We were blown away by this campaign in
a tricky non-fiction category. Great use of
the author and clear understanding of the
audience, with creative elements tailored
for each segment. This strategic and
creative campaign smashed initial sales
targets out of the park.’

YOUNG ADULT Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Rule of Wolves
Naomi Berwin, Hachette Children’s
‘A brand-building campaign to bring new readers to
Leigh Bardugo's Grishaverse novels. The activation
was strategic, from developing platforms such as a
bespoke newsletter to targeted advertising and
influencer outreach. Particularly remarkable was
the collaboration with international publishers to
create a consistent, global brand.’

YOUNG ADULT CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
The Gilded Ones
Hannah Reardon Steward & Stevie Hopwood, Usborne
‘A wonderfully creative, consistent and relentless
campaign to launch a YA debut from a US author, in an
incredibly saturated market and in the middle of a
pandemic. The campaign stood out for its crossplatform approach, from pre-order incentive
competition to extensive trade advertising, organic
social strategy, outreach to booksellers, librarians and
teachers, as well as 6.5k special editions for subscription
box Fairyloot, a readalong with bookstagrammers,
programmatic advertising and a Snapchat campaign.’

DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Sanatorium
Emma Burton & Holly Minter, Transworld
‘An incredibly well-planned and orchestrated
campaign which resulted in incredible sales.
We were wowed by the team’s agile
approach: from optimising for different
audiences to pitching (and winning) more
budget several times as the buzz grew.’

DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
Open Water
Alexia Thomaidis & Zoe Coxon, Penguin General
‘We were inspired and impressed by this team’s honest
and self-reflective approach, engaging external
consultants to challenge their own biases, adjusting
their assumptions towards the campaign, and
thoughtfully engaging audiences that have been
previously marginalised, all in honour of the novel’s tone
and themes. They demonstrated how it is possible to
confront bias and build cultural confidence as part of a
campaign, which provided us judges with hope for the
future of inclusion in publishing.’

ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Tap to Tidy
Abby Watson & Stephenie Naulls, Ebury
‘The author’s fans could make or break
this campaign and they were put at the
heart of the strategy, being involved
from the very beginning of the book’s
creation. From partnerships to retail,
from Spotify to social this campaign
was truly audience first and the sales
were awe-inspiring.’

ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster
Julie Woon & Ania Gordon, Penguin Press
‘The work that went into planning and running
this epic campaign boggles the mind. We applaud
the sensitive approach they took: from the
principles of transparency and communication
that underpinned the process to the careful
messaging needed to market a book about a
disaster in the middle of a pandemic.’

ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED
Memorial
Jamie Forrest & Sophie Walker, Atlantic Books
‘This campaign managed to pull off that ‘word of
mouth’ feeling through strategic, eye-catching
visuals that resonated with the low-key tone of the
novel itself. The social media marketing was
integrated with a creative proof mailer, and the
team creatively used the author’s emerging profile
at every step of the campaign.’

ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER
Klara and the Sun
Katie Hall, Niriksha Bharadia & Kiri Inglis, Faber
‘A campaign that oozed creativity: from the
striking (creative) sun motif to the
partnerships and activations. Staff were given
a limited-edition proof and the afternoon off
to read, resulting in an inevitable Twitter
storm. But this wasn’t just a cute campaign – it
was executed thoughtfully, resulting in solid
sales and money well-spent.’

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT Q1
The Muslim Problem
Aimee Oliver Powell, Atlantic Books
‘This campaign thoughtfully sought readers
that have been underserved by publishing,
through targeted advertising, thoughtful
partnerships and a new podcast – a first for
this publisher. The resultant endorsements,
reviews and sales positioned their author as
a new authoritative voice, all on a modest
budget.’

INNOVATION Q1
Maxwell’s Demon
Jamie Norman, Canongate
‘Expectations for creativity and innovation
were high with this campaign from
stakeholders and it did not disappoint. For
this postmodern detective story in-house
talent was deftly used to create an
alternate reality game engaging fans and
creating passionate ambassadors for the
book. A stand out campaign for
innovation this quarter.’

CREATIVITY Q1
VI Spy: Licence To Chill
Jazz Bartlett Love, Chicken House
‘This small but mighty campaign was
creative in strategy and execution. The
strong visual identity gave a cohesive
feel across a plethora of activity and it
was clear that the objective was longterm resources over short term
fireworks. A masterclass in establishing a
new brand.’

GRAFT Q1
The Absolute Book
Jen Breslin, Michael Joseph
‘The challenges facing this campaign must have
seemed absolute, publishing into a genre with no
in-house experience and early misfires. However
this marketer was tireless in exploring every
avenue no matter how small and succeeded in
hitting all targets. Whilst creating an invaluable
new audience in the genre.’

NEXT AWARDS
Q2 APRIL – JUNE 2021
• Submissions open: 1 July
• Submissions close: 22 July
• Awards announced: w/c 2 August

